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The Alpha X Series
CNC Combination Lathes

ALPHA
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The power of fresh thinking
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The World's Finest CNC Combination Lathes

The Alpha X Series

-

offer the widest varietr'ci c3e:.c eies

Alpha XS Series: -t-e A pha XS series offers a choice of

six

from manual through to full l5O on the one machine. :ailc.e:

al,a^.e3 iech-c'oq!'

to optimise the skills of the machine operator the Alpha X Senes

:3r't:cls

offers a large machine envelope for the efficient production of a

g !'es volr full CNC capability. They are ideal for turning small-

wide variety of components in small to medium size batches.

lc-'nedium sized batches with fast, high quality repeatability,

Our aim is

to

provide the world's manufacturing industries

with precision metal cutting lathes of the highest quality

at

iathes. The new generation Fanuc 21i TB

"r,'i:h coiour touch screen and bespoke software systems

excellent accuracy and surface finish and, most importantly of all,
lorver component production costs.

affordable prices.

Alpha 1550XM: Extremely versatile, this machine provides
Alpha XT: This four machine range

is perfect

for producing high

quality, detailed and intricate one offs and small
sized batches. lt comes with the latest Fanuc

to

all

the features of the Alpha XS with the additional capacity for high

medium

precision full C - axis milling as well as turning This milling option

0i Mate-TC control

makes it a highly versatile and cost effective machine for a wide

which coupled with the Turnmate i conversational programming

range of advanced machining applications.

package gives you super quick drawing to component times. This
machine also gives operators the option of manual or automatic

Alpha XR Series: This is a four machine range featuring the

turning which means that the Alpha XT is the most capable

latest Siemens Sinumerik 802D SL control which is ideal for

machine in its class.

first time CNC users and for producing medium to short
production runs.
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High Precision Turning Applications
The superb new Alpha X Series from Colchester-Harrison offers a choice of fifteen advanced technology CNC Combination
Lathes to suit all types of high-precision turning applications. AllAlpha X Series lathes are perfectly suited

to producing detailed
andintricateone-offstothehigheststandardoffinishandaccuracy.WiththeiradvancedFanuccontrol andsoftware systems,
they are ideal for turning small-toJarge sized batches with fast, high quality repeatability, excellent accuracy and surface finish

and, most importantly of all, lower component production costs.
Alpha quality, plus a wide range of training options, has made Alpha lathes the favourite choice for colleges and
training centres around the world. ldeal training features include compatlbility with industry standard ISO programs and
Colchester-Harrison's AlphaLink software which enables multi-desk training to be given.

No other lathes on the market today, including

full CNC machines, can compete with Colchester-Harrison's
Alpha X Series for cost and speed of production when it comes to 'one-offs' and small-batch turned
parts.

Machine Bed
Colchester-Harrison's cutting€dge

Operators Console
lathe

ciesi_cn a-c

The operator's console is located, for optimum operator

construction quality begins wrth the machine bed. Arpha

convenience and efficiency, directly

beds use high performance cast iron, with a unique
'Warren' type construction for maximum strength and

the cutting tool. The hand wheels are installed at the ideal

optimum swarf clearance.

ln addition, all Alpha lathe beds are mounted on

in line-of-sight with

ergonomic height for ease of use and have the Alpha's
popular "one<lick-one-micron" rotational feel sensitivity.

cast-

The complete operator's control panel moves on its own

iron plinths to neutralise stress in the machine bed and

independent carriage which allows it to be moved quickly

slideways are hardened and specially ground

to

ensure

high-precision, parallel operation of the lathe at all times.

and effortlessly aside during loading and setting up.

Market Leading Performance
A Century of Quality and Excellence
Strength, reliability, versatility, ease of operation and accuracy have always been bywords for Colchester-Harrison lathes.
This pedigree comes from our continuous commitment to develop and enhance our world famous lathes. Today, advanced

new technologies are integrated into all Alpha lathes for market leading performance combined with our traditional build
quality and durability. ln addition, the award winning Alpha 1550XM has the capability for milling as well as turning.
This innovative machine introduces an extra dimension especially for customers who have previously invested in separate
lathes and milling machines.

It adds up to a formula for lathe construction, which is second to none.

Drive Train

Headstock

Into the design and development of all Alpha lathes

Crucial to turning precision and quality is the design and

goes the technical expertise

capability of the headstock. These lathes have top rated

of

specialists from

Colchester-Harrison's partner companies, Gamet Bearings

Fanuc spindle motors

and Pratt Burnerd chucking systems. Their combined
research programs ensure that all new Alpha X lathes

all speed ranges. This means that 'bottom end' torque has

feature the most advanced developments in spindle bearing

accurate metal-cutting performance at lower speeds.

technology and chuck design. This provides the highest

All Alpha X Series lathes are equipped with gearboxes

possible spindle speeds and optimum chuck performance

enabling the correct gear to be selected from the lathe's

for high

control system.

capacity.

accuracy turning

with maximum load

carrying

for extra power and more torque

in

been increased by over 75o/o giving excellent, extremely
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Alpha XT Range - Fanuc Oi Mate - TC
All Alpha XT lathes are fitted with the latest Fanuc control available on the market today.
The Fanuc 0i Mate TC control gives you the option of manual or automatic operation and includes over 200 standard features

including Custom Macro B, Rigid Tapping and 256K Part Program Memory. This control will immediately increase your
productivity and will continue to do so year after year.
In manual mode it employs Fanuc's latest version

of Manual Programming Turn Mate i which

is acclaimed

to be the simplest

and most user friendly teach lathe control in the world.
ln automatic mode we use Fanuc's powerful CNC interface for the simple generation and execution of ISO programs.
The combination of these

two systems on one machine means that the Alpha XT is the most capable lathe available in its class.

It will do virtually anything you ask of it!

Op, Selection Screen
The Turnmate

i

softrvare contains

full range of conversational

a

cycles,

Op Execution Screen

Data lnput Screen

\Ve use a :cuch sa.:en sa _,c- a3.
c.ec:j 3^ sa'ee- 'al-e.:har

For ease

"'.cr<
Sce-.1

is

of programming cycle data

input from a clearly defined input

etc.) and for the first time you can

:-e alr-],:. -.-2.g-,
buton :c :re ss. ir;s s! ste.r Lises

To retain continuity with

program full contour machining at

easilr recoon sab e screen graphics

Alpha T controls, all cycles can be

the control. What's more, the

along lvith srmcie cuestion

used

(profile, taper, thread, bore, drill, tap

easy

to understand shop floor language

answer prornpts

to guide

and

screen

with large text and symbols.
previous

in semi manual mode (cut

you.

depth selected by hand wheel) by

coupled with touch screen simplicity

During cycle execution, the current

simply omitting the cut depth from

means that any turner can learn to

cycle is clearly shown on the screen

the cycle being used.

machine parts quickly.

along with speed, feed, tool and
axis positional information.

Any lathe operator can be turning complex parts with only 2 or 3 days training
- saving you f000's

o rotol

Profile Programming
Complex contours can

be

easily produced using clear

and

Tool positions can be easily

and

l5O functrcnality (CNC) allows experienced operators to

quickly set using simple to understand

run p(ogrars prwiously used on other machines and/

understandable icons. Contours are

icbn driven input screens

generated using simple elements such

non-experienced operators.

as line, arc and chamfer commands.

Alpha Link CAD/CAM For The Alpha X Range
All Alpha lathes are supplied with free
Alphalink CAD CAM software which
is a fully Windows compatible system
(previously only available as

charge option) which

is

l50 Programming

Tool Setting

an

extra

primarily

intended to increase the flexibility of the

lathe. AlphaLink provides a simple yet
powerful CAD/CAM system for off-line

to

assist

or g€rrcrate rEw p.olrrams themselves. This allows the
8 statin autsnatk turret to be offered as an option
fi.l artornatk

ALPHALINK SOFTWARE
. SIMPI-E TO USE
2
3

of programmes for

wlTH ALPHA XT

ALPHA XT LATHE
.1. FULL COMMUNICATION PACKAGE

5. EASY TO USE ISO EDITOR

6. PACKAGE INCLUDES

BOTH

SOFTWARE DISC AND CABLE

7.

FULL ON SCREEN SIMULATION

8. TOOL LIBRARY

9.

programming, G code outputting and
mass storage back up

FREE

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE

FULL RANGE OF DRAWING

COMMANDS
'10. FULL RANGE
OF MACHINING

all our models. The software can also be

CYLES

installed onto your own computer for use

1

1. PRINT FACILITY

in the office or home or link directly to

1

2. CONVERTS DXF (Data Exchange

the

machine.

Format) FILES INTO ALPHALINK
I

DRAWINGS

=s\
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Alpha XS Range - Fanuc 21 t TB Control
All Alpha XS lathes are fitted with a customised Fanuc control that gives you the option of manual or automatic operation via
a simple key switch. ln manual mode, the control employs the latest upgraded version of Colchester-Harrison's own "Alpha
System" which is acclaimed by thousands of Alpha users to be the simplest and most shop floor friendly teach lathe control
in the world.
ln automatic mode, the full strength of Fanuc's latest technology is brought into play with the Manual Guide

i

programming system.

This conversational system has been completely revamped from previous generations to become an outstandingly powerful

and comprehensive conversational programming system.
The combination of these

two systems on one machine means that the Alpha X

is

the most versatile and capable lathe ever produced.

It will do virtually anything you ask of it!

XS Control Features
. Ultra high speed 21iTB CNC

.

10.4" colour touch screen

.

4 Software systems
- Colchester-Harrison "Alpha System"
- Fanuc Manual Guide

i

- Industry standard ISO programming
-

CAD/CAM Machining (AlphaLink software)

. High speed fibre optic data transfer
. PCMCIA (flash card) and RS232 communication ports
. Twin MPG handwheels and rapid traverse joystick
Save f000's as this superb machine will perform manual,
Alphalink semi automatic, MGi and full CNC turning so you will not
need any other machine tools or expensive CAD CAM packages

The Alpha System
Unique control software developed by our engineers to enable you to
double, triple or even quadruple your productivity compared with other

turning methods. The reason our Alpha System is so simple, practical

Manual Turning
Turn the key and you are turning manually. lt's as
simple as that! The manual screen display shows

and shop floor friendly is that our engineers are lathe specialists.

X and Z positions just like a DRO plus spindle

Alpha System uses easily recognisable screen graphics along with

speed, tool number and feed rate.

to guide you. lt is also the

Even if you haven't used a lathe since your

that the Alpha System uses a touch screen, so you can work

schooldays you could walk up to an Alpha

simple question and answer prompts
reason

directly on screen rather than hunt for the right button to press.

Semi-Automatic

Tu rn ing

X now and cut metal.

Tool Setting

Wlth the Colchester-Harrison Alpha System, a wealth of

semi

On many lathes tool setting can be a difficult

automatic turning operations can be performed. These include

and tedious process. With the Alpha things are
different and there is no lathe control on earth

parallel turning to stop positions, chamfers and radii, tapers, threads,
grooves, box cycles and even contour shapes. These can be linked

together to produce even the most complex of components quickly

that has a simpler tool setting procedure.
follow the instructions on three screens

and efficiently.

the job is done, with the machine automatically

What's more, the easy to understand shop floor language coupled

calculating offsets and workshifts

with touch screen simplicity means that a turner can learn to machine

(These offsets

parts quickly.

guide

Most turners will learn to use the Alpha System in less than
hatf a day!
One of the beauties of the Alpha System

is

that you are always in control

of the machine and you can manually overide machining at any time to
gain confidence or to hit the sweet spot for optimum performance.

i

side).

for

will carry over to the

Just

and

you.

manual

Manual Guide r for Alpha XS
Automatic Turning
Manual Guide i is the latest and most powerf ul
conversational programming system from Fanuc. lt offers

the most comprehensive and feature laden aid that any
lathe programmer could want and becomes available on
the Alpha XS when the keyswitch on the control panel is
turned to the automatic position.

Simulation and Animation
Manual Guide i has a more powerful graphics package
than many commercial CAD/CAM systems. After

a

programme has been created, a simulated component can
be viewed in any direction, or as a 3D model that can be

cut or sectioned or magnified to see detail.
This simulated component can then be animated to show
the cutting process, the toolpath, metal removal and the

finished component to ensure that what you get is what
you have programmed and exactly what you want.

CNC Turning
The real strength of Manual Guide

i

is

that it

is

effectively

a

CNC Graphical user interface. All the time you are working

Customised Pages

in Manual Guide i, the 21i TB is creating a CNC programme

Despite

in the background. This means that conversion from

i

conversational mode to CNC mode is instant. lt also means
that you can work in either CNC or conversational mode

the enormous strength of the Manual Guide
system, our engineers have been able to bring their

turning experience into play to develop customised cycles
especially for the needs of a manuaI/CNC type

of

lathe.

These Colchester-Harrison developed cycles will save you

considerable amount of time and button pushing.

a

or even both at the same time. Furthermore it means that
industry standard CNC programmes can be loaded into
and out of the control at any time.
The Alpha XS is a powerful conversational lathe that can

also run CNC programmes developed elsewhere or to
create CNC programmes for use on other machines.

i

This is the most user friendly and cost effective entry level
combination lathe
control in the world! The absolute minimum of training is needed
to get these
machines cutting metal and making you money

-tl
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Alpha 1400XR with Siemens Sinumerik 802D 5L control

CNC Standarc Accessories

. Man,ua

.

Gu,r:e

i

10,4't2@nnrr

-CD

colour toudlscreen

. MDI keyboard
. G'10 offset value -ttrng
. Graphic display
. PCMCIA data interface
. Manual handles X & Z axrs
. 32 pairs of tool offsets
. Tool wear/geometry offsets
. 64k part program memory
. Tool nose radius compensation
. G code systems A, B, C

r fr";-:3--,- e-2 aa-,er -aC _S -E
. areal :-::r,g'Efaa

. 3a*'gt.,ir'r 3dlnrg
. CCrnS-*ar: s-nlace s,geeC
. Carnned dfl ng ald,€s
. liuil[ilti-reF€trtr.e qdes tip€ I and ll
. R5 232 r'rte.-face
. Co,ntnucr^rs thread cutting
. Rlgd tacoing
. Custorn Macro B
. lndrrMetric Conversion
. Spindle orientation
. Ethernet

CNC Options
. Variable lead threading
. Additional part program memory I2Bk
. Stored stroke limit
. Direct drawing program
. Hours run/part count display
. Thread cutting retract
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Alpha 1 550XM - Fanuc 21i- - TB
:.:' :':c,tced with
the capability for high-precision C-axis milling as well as metal turning. Effectively't\vo'ra:- -:s ^ :ne', this
milling option builds on the features of the XS making it a highly versatile and costeffective mac' ^: ':' a r''ide
range of advanced machining applications, with full contouring capability and positional accurac)'c'- - a af it
The award winning Colchester-Harrison Alpha 1550XM manual/CNC lathe is the first A c-3

is already proving highly attractive

to specialist engineering tool-rooms in many countries.

Driven Tooling for 1 550XM
Capto Toolpost (option)
The Capto toolpost is a totally modular system with quir<

2 micron repeatability in a range of sizes to suit yor'

.
.
.
.
.

:::

lnternal coolant supply
5 sizes (CB

to

C3)

Positive 3 way tooling
Universal system f or turning or

- ')

Max turned diameter 366-./=-^^-^.1

Duplomati6 )lir.rgr. Turret type
. Disc Dia.r.e-e'
. Tooi Fc Je' :CP

)

-: :-.:: l! l- -:-l--

-:;^--

- :' ,=' ::: s::: l-s : \or240mn'
I j r€l rlo stations @ (o)289mm

. Too hc de't_,.e
-Uw
. Total no. tools
8
. Total no. driven tools
4
. lt4ax. turned diameter 315mm

Alpha 2B00XS
Weighing in at over 7 tonrs.

wi$ 26 Kw (35hp) of pouler, an all cast iron construction, the latest Fanuc control
and the fleittlity of abhaf* ard l5O programming slrtems this machine is perfect for applications in the Oil
lndunry, Defene, aerospace ard other Heavy lndustries.

Dsbned to accept large diameter components the Alpha 2800XS has a swing over bed of 800mm/'l 000mm,
a swntg in gap of 1100mm/1300mm, through spindle bore of up to 380mm (15") and a centre distance of
upto4(X)Omm.

800mm/'1 000mm swing over bed

The wide range

26 Kw motor

the Alpha 280OXS to be developed to your exact requirements.

Alphalink, MGI and l50 programming

These options include

50mm/63mm precision ballscrews

toolholding equipment, fixed and travelling steady rests,
power chuck, auto indexing turrets and power operated

Full

digital motors and drives

Latest Fanuc 21i-TB control

of productivity enhancements available allow

a wide range of workholding

tailstock amongst many others.

and

Tooling Systems for Alpha XT/XR/XS/XM
Parat 4 Way lndexing Quick Change Tool Post
High accuracy 40 position hand indexing 4 station toolpost
with quick change toolholder facility.
Model

Alpha 135OXT/XR/XS

Size

Tool Section

Max. Boring MT

Sq Max

Bar Dia.

1

Size 2

20/25

Alpha 14OOXT/XR/XS

Size 2

20/25

Alpha 1460XT/XR/XS

Size 2

20/25

Size 3

25/32

Alpha 1 s50XT/XR/XS

Size 3

25/32

Alpha 1550XM

Size 3

25/32

Alpha

Size 4

50

280OXS

30
40
40
40
50
50
s0
60

16/20

CE Reg-

atel

e

e::' :: . -::' :':<:l

mrzhina

. Stainless ],*

"--r.r.r,

..',u'

. AlphaLink cAD cAr.r;^. .,,,-,-^,,rr< -:: x;
. Alphalink instructior o,e( 'ci Xi
. Hands-on tutorial disc lnct XR
. Rapid traverse joystick (not XRt

Machine Options
. 5uperior precision manual 3 & 4 jaw

.

.

from Pratt Burnerd lnternational

Range

of Crawford collet chucks

l.f 3a-

2,3
3,4
3,4
3,4
4,5

rl

ri

rlil

r',b:t

-tr rqi:.( {lf :

.

Ra^j: :t

trel -^: :'a.€ .rl

Stead es

.
.

Rotating centres
Choice of manual or automatic

tooling systems

and collets

.

Workholding faceplate with guard

ed swarf bin

:-:..natic control oil pump

. : e::- : :3:lA:: 5,r5ie. 3=-e t!:: 3 *t-Iirr3 ffi S"*i€'
-3=€-'= g :€:----s
'
=' ='?=5,a'
. l:e=-r,:- -ar: :E€-: ae= -a'-a
. l,::--a:, 3:=

chucks and hydraulically operated 3 jaw
chucks

2,3

,

i'-

Standard Machine Accessc'
.

1,2

2,3

s 3eways and ballscrew lubrication
Automatic external oil PumP
headstock lubrication
External floor mounted transformer

.

Work driver plate

.

High pressure coolant sYstem
(must be ordered with 8 station turret)

Alpha Series Tooling Dimensions
A pha 135OXT/XR/XS

Alpha 1 400xT /XR/XS

Alpha 1460xTlxR/XS

Alpha 1s5OXT/XR/XS

2010 - 2.0 METRE LENGTH M/C

D1I1'CAMLOCK
SPINDLE NOSF

i

{52

4OMETRELENGTH
3036,]OMTTRELENGTH

p^a 2B00XS

]2METRFIFNGTH
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I817 2.0
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Drstance between centres

65Omm/25

125Omm/50"

150Omm/60"

Saddle stroke Z-Axis Max
1156mm/451/2"

over bed
4OOmm/153/l'

Swing in gap

46Omm/18:./a"
73Omm/283/^'

Gap width from
165mm/61/p"

over cross-slide

246mm/95/a"

Spindle bore
Spindle nose

Camlock Di -4

Soindle speeds: Low range
Medium range
High range
aoer rn nose bush

-,

: :::.cal

I

1 to l OBBrpm
1

to 350Orpm
No. 3 MT

78mm/31/rc"

Camlock D1-6,,

Camlock Di -8"

1 Io 297rpm

1 lo 247rpm

1 to 861rpm

1

1 to 2700rpm

Io 740rpm

1 to 2200rpm

No. 4 MT

No, 5 MT

srock quill diameter

= stock taper

-

1 to 366rpm

27)mm/105/a"

tl.

supply required

lo spindle centre

.:.a l length

I .:'a

73mm/27/r:"

No. 4 MT

l2kVA
1061mm/41"

2400mm/743/t'

No, 5 MT
12kVA
1O86mm/42

2900mm

rt'

,,,.,idih

17O0mm/67"
2aaOmm/783/t"

rE

'::

ng and tool ng used

lU

&

?

I

\

a.:

"-"*A'

I

?

20O0rnm 8C- cr

1

2OOmnI 48"*, 2O00mm/80"*

1

200mm/48"*, 20OOmm/80"*,

4000mm/1

2O30mmr79:,.3050mm/120';:-

2020/791 /2", 3O20mm/1

83Omm/325/e;'

2'a-*

a'

:'

390mm/i

TOmm/141/2"
1

1"

3a- :,:, :' -'1"

OSmm/ 41 / a",

1

/2"

40"
.1

53/e,'

39Omm/1 Ssle',

9-34rpm

1 Io 672rpm

' -- i-a-^-

35-1 1 l rpm
112-414rpm

1 to 2000rpm

' '^

No. 5 MT

95mm.3: .

No. 6 MT

No. 6 MT

sKVA

/',305mm/12'

A2-15. A2-20. A24-14rpm
15-47rpm
48-177rpm
1 78-600rpm

l,,TT

145mm 5- -'

a"

/ a"

)',''^.-n

No. 5

145mm/5s/e"

61

Di -l i , 42-11

- -^ aa.-^-

300mm/511/a"

71Omm/281/p"

55mm/

1 Io 224rpm

I

27Smm/103/r"

27Smm/103/c"

1O5mm/41/e"

1Olmm/41/a"

No.6

sKVA

MT

No. 6 MT

25KVA

25KVA

1195mm/463/q"

I tvSr-r-il-fi/4b,/:

121Smm/48"

121Smm/48"

4100mm/166"

41OOmm/166"

4240mm/167"

4240mmi167'

51OOmm/206"

5100mm/206"

5240mm/206"

5240mmi206'

624Omm/246"

624Ommt246"

1

2l,l,Jnm/783/e"
-

2000mm/783/t

2145mm/84"

175Omm/69"

2294mm/90"

-:l"'lm'69"
C Axis

2145mm,,84

229ln:m,;90'

0,50Okg

for 1550XM

Motor max torque
Output max torque
Max output speed

4Nm
1 52Nm
105rpm

Resolution

0.001.

60',*

2020/791 /2", 3O2Omm/1 18, /e"

4020mm/1581/q,

51Omm/2O1/a"

1O4mm/41/s"

1

/a"

1100mm/431/p"

216mm/81/2"

s/

187

4O2Omm/1581/i'
11

D1-1

120"*

700C(c i50Okq 9OOOkqrt0

Optional C-Axis (positioning only) on ail 280OXS models

The power of fresh thinking

cor
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